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About Us 
The mission of St. Mark Youth Enrichment (St. 
Mark), formerly St. Mark Community Center, is 
to provide innovative programs and services that 
cultivate the educational and social-emotional 
growth of youth and families.  
 
St. Mark offers program in all five of the Title I 
elementary schools in the Dubuque Community 
School District. Before and after school programs 
are offered in three of these schools and the 
other two schools have before school programs 
only. The before school program, Early Risers, 
and after school program, Step Up, encourage 
the holistic growth of each student through 
enrichment in the areas of academics, character 
development, health, physical exercise, and creativity. St. Mark also engages the student’s families 
in these learning processes to maximize the opportunities for academic and social-emotional 
growth at home. 
 
Funding from 21st Century Community Learning Centers (CCLC) Grant helps support programming 
at the three schools where both the before and after school program are offered.  All programs 
focus on meeting identified needs to achieve on-going goals for students in grades K-5 at each site. 
Identified needs are based on current research relevant to the Dubuque Community and are tied to 
the objectives of this evaluation.  
 
Ongoing goals of St. Mark programs primarily support:  

1) Improving academic achievement in the areas of math, reading, and homework completion; 
2) Ensuring that all students are healthy and socially competent; 
3) Providing access and opportunities for students and their families to participate in a variety 
of literacy activities. 
4) Ensuring that all 4-5th grade students are well prepared for the transition to middle school;  
 

Furthermore, St. Mark uses best practice methods to ensure that the before and after school 
programs are effectively serving the students. These include structured academic support, certified 
teachers, positive relationships with peers and adults, and various activities that engage students in 
learning.  
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Data Collection 
 
In 2014 St. Mark conducted end of year 
surveys for all of the Early Risers and Step Up 
programs. The surveys were distributed 
online through surveymonkey.com. The 
teacher surveys align with the 21st Century 
Community Learning Centers’ Profile and 
Performance Information Collection System 
(PPICS) requirements. Additional surveys 
were distributed to assess the staff, parents, 
and community partners.  The surveys were 
distributed in mid to late July which resulted 
in low response rate for the surveys. This 
could have affected how much the 
participants remembered. A large portion of 
responses indicated “No change” which may 
be due to not remembering. While the 
number of responses is lower than in 
previous years, the data that was collected 
was analyzed to complete this evaluation.  
Furthermore, the data collected from the 
teacher, staff, parent, and partner surveys 
includes information regarding Fulton and 
Prescott, which are not included as 21st CLCC. 
This data was included uphold the integrity of 
the surveys and better depict the programs 
effectiveness and reach. 
Total number of 
responses for 
the surveys: 

 Teacher 
survey: 61 
(students) 

 Staff Survey: 
33 

 Parent Survey: 28 

 Partner Survey: 23 
 

The objectives of this evaluation were 
reported in PPICS, and the various surveys 

were utilized to assess the progress of the 
objective for the 2013-2014 school year.  The 
PPICS system was also utilized to develop and 
report the information on the demographic 
data of the students, the state assessments, 
and teacher surveys. The state assessments 
provide information on the student’s at 
Audubon, Lincoln, and Marshall regarding 
their reading and math proficiency levels. The 
teacher surveys had the school-day teachers 
note the changes, progress, or lack thereof 
that the students experienced in terms of 
academic and social growth.  Teachers were 
instructed to report this information on each  
individual student. Also, St. Mark provided 
the teachers the opportunity to report 
quantitative data for the individual student’s 
progress in other areas, such as improvement 
in areas of health and wellness. Additionally, 
qualitative information was collected which 
allowed the teachers to discuss their thoughts 
on the attribution of the student’s progress to 
St. Mark’s programs. 
 
St. Mark also conducted end of year surveys 
for the, staff, parents, and community 
partners. The staff survey provided feedback 
on the level of impact the before and after 
school programs had on the students. The 
parent survey quantitatively and qualitatively 
asked the parents if they witnessed any 
improvement of their children in academic or 
social areas in comparison to the beginning of 
the school year. The partner survey reached 
out to teachers, the principles, and various 
partners that offered their time and services. 
This survey assessed the partners’ thoughts 
on St. Mark’s organization, efficiency, 
collaboration, and impact on students’ lives. 

 

School Response Rates for 
Teacher Surveys. 
Answer 
Options 

Response 
Percent 

Response 
Count 

Audubon 21.3% 13 
Fulton 6.6% 4 
Lincoln 8.2% 5 
Marshall 57.4% 35 
Prescott 6.6% 4 
 TOTAL 61 
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Demographic Data 
 
Students: 

 St. Mark serves kindergarten 
through 5th grade students at 
Audubon, Lincoln, Marshall, 
Fulton, and Prescott 
Elementary Schools. 

o Audubon, Lincoln, and 
Marshall are the three 
21st CCLC sites with 
before and after school 
St. Mark programs. 

o Fulton and Prescott, 
not included in the 21st 
CCLC reporting, have St. 
Mark programs before 
school only. 

 The 21st CCLC Early Risers and Step Up programs collectively had a total of 210 students 
during the 2013-2014 school year. 

o Of these students, 86% attended regularly (30 days or more). 

 83% of the total students served in St. Mark programs qualified for the free or reduced 
lunch program.  They also receive St. Mark’s services at free or reduced prices. 

  
Staff: 

 St. Mark emphasizes the effort to employ a diverse staff that matches the students served.  

 Each school site is lead by a certified teacher. 

 Many of St. Mark staff members and volunteers are college students who are studying 
Education, Psychology, Youth Development, or Social Work. 

  

Student Response: 

What have you learned (or what is your favorite 

part) from the programs through St. Mark Youth 

Enrichment? 

”They’re always really, really nice to us every 

single day. They’re very, very good teachers.” 

Isaiah, 3rd grade 
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Contact Hours   
Students:  

 Typically, the students in the Early Risers program are in program for 10 hours a week. The 
students are in Step Up program for 15 hours a week. Some students are enrolled in both 
Early Risers and Step Up, meaning 25 hours per week in St. Mark programs. 

Staff: 

 Orientation and on-site training are provided.  

 Mandatory reporter training is required.  

 Several professional development and 
training opportunities are offered throughout 
the school year. 

o In 2013-2014 some of these 
opportunities included Reading 
Strategies, Math Trailblazers, Trauma 
Informed Care/Ace’s, De-Escalation 
Training, and Positive Behavior 
Interventions and Support.  

Parents: 

 St. Mark is engaged with parents throughout their child’s time in program from registration, 
to daily check-ins at site, volunteer opportunities, connections to resources and skill 
building, working together to help their child be successful in program, and providing 
necessities such as school supplies and warm winter clothing. 

 Parent Information Sessions, with St. Mark admin team, is required for each family to 
introduce them to staff, program expectations, policies, communication tools, and benefits.  

 Additionally, several family engagement events are held throughout the school year. 
o In 2013-2014 there were 5 events that included literacy or math components and 

were each two or more hours in length. 
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Objectives 

To improve reading comprehension and increase proficiency of all students 
enrolled in St. Mark programs so that they can succeed in school. 

 
Introduction: 

 The improvement of reading comprehension is mainly 
measured through the state assessment scores. The data from the 
state assessment is the most complete for the three 21st CLCC sites 
compared to the other survey response rates. Also, the state 
assessment data is based on the student’s scores; while the surveys 
provided general information on whether students improved in the 
relevant areas. 

 St. Mark emphasizes reading curriculum in the Early Risers 
and Step Up programs. Students have opportunities on a daily basis 
to read books or read on tablet devices. St. Mark also gives away 
books to build the student’s home library.  

 Activities/Curriculum aligning to this goal include: 
o Daily reading enrichment 
o Daily homework assistance 
o Reading Across America Day 
o Family Literacy Night 

Positive Themes: 
State Assessment reporting: 

 There was limited data obtained from the state assessments regarding the student’s 
performance level. The available information showed that 72% of students maintained 
their performance level in reading, and 17% of students increased their reading level.  

Teacher Survey:  

 Teachers were not specifically asked to assess reading comprehension improvements. 
Staff Survey: 

 37% (11) of staff suggests that students improved their reading skills notably. 

 63% (19) of staff suggests that students either improved somewhat or maintained their 
reading skills. 

Parent Survey: 

 38% (9) of parents responded they strongly 
agree that their child in program likes 
reading. 

 50% (12) of parents responded they agree 
that their child in program likes reading.  

 54% (19) of parents responded they 
strongly agree and agree that their child is 
reading at home daily. 

 

Student Response: 

What have you learned (or what 

is your favorite part) from the 

programs through St. Mark Youth 

Enrichment? 

”It’s easier to finish my 

homework and read here.” 

Isaiah, 4th grade 
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Areas to Acknowledge: 
State Assessment reporting: 

 The state assessment data shows that four students witnessed a decline in reading level 
performance. 

Parent Survey: 

 21% (5) of parents strongly disagreed and disagreed that their children are reading at 
home daily. 

Status of Objective: 

 Progression was made toward meeting this outcome, but was not met entirely. The 
objective to increase reading proficiency for all students is an ongoing goal. The majority of 
students progressed but there were still four students showing a decrease in reading level. 

Implications: 

 Generally the trend of improvement and maintaining reading comprehension 
demonstrates strength in St. Mark’s programs. Although four students witnessed a decline 
in their scores, no staff members indicated decline in areas of reading skills. The majority of 
parents suggested that their child likes to read and reads on a daily basis.  

 
 
 
Story: 
An example of St. Mark’s ongoing efforts to engage 
students and their families in reading through fun, 
interactive enrichment was the Dr. Seuss Family Literacy 
Night that took place in March 2014.  Loras College 
students created and facilitated hands-on activities that 
incorporated Dr. Seuss books.  They also read aloud some 
Dr. Seuss favorites and gave students a chance to read to 
them. Every child in attendance took home a free Dr. Seuss 
book of their choice. 
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To increase proficiency in basic math skills of all students enrolled in St. Mark 
programs so that they succeed in school. 
 

Introduction: 

 The improvement of math proficiency is 
mainly measured through the state assessment 
scores. The data from the state assessment is the 
most complete for the three 21st CCLC sites compared 
to the other survey response rates. Also, the state 
assessment data is based on the student’s scores; 
while the surveys provided general information on 
whether students improved in the relevant areas. 

 St. Mark provides activities and games that 
engage the student’s math skills. There were also 
units that focused on banking and money which 
aimed to increase math proficiency. 

 Activities/Curriculum aligning to this goal 
include: 

o Daily math enrichment 
o Daily homework assistance 
o Banking and money enrichment 
o Family Math Night 

Positive Themes: 
State Assessment reporting: 

 Again, there was limited data obtained on student’s performance level regarding the 
state assessments. The students whose data was made available showed that 89% 
maintained their math proficiency. 

Teacher Survey: 

 Teachers were not specifically asked to assess math proficiency improvements. 
Staff Survey: 

 31% (9) of staff suggests that students improved their math skills notably. 

 69% (20) of staff suggests that students either improved somewhat or maintained their 
math skills. 

Parent Survey: 

 29% (7) of parents responded they strongly agree that their child in program likes math. 

 38% (9) of parents responded they agree that their child likes math. 

 88% (21) of parents responded they strongly agree and agree that their child is doing 
math, or math related games and activities at home daily. 
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Areas to Acknowledge: 
State Assessment reporting: 

 The state assessment data shows that two students witnessed a decline in math level 
performance. 

Parent Survey: 

 33% (9) of parents responded that they disagree that their children like math. 
Status of Objective: 

 Progression was made toward meeting this outcome, but was not met entirely. The 
objective to increase math proficiency for all students is an ongoing goal. Improvement is 
needed in collecting the data for the state assessments to better capture the proficiency 
levels of the students. The majority of students progressed and  two students showed a 
decrease in math proficiency.  

 
Implications: 

  The students in St. Mark programs are maintaining their proficiency in math. Also, nine 
parents disagreed with the statement “My child likes math.” The number is high in 
comparison to the reading comprehension objective; no parents responded disagree 
related to reading. This provides an opportunity for St. Mark to implement additional 
activities that engage students in math or that help students and parents understand that 
math entails more than just sums of numbers. 
 

 
 
Story: 
St.  Mark partnered with American Trust to 
provide a math focused enrichment. American 
Trust employees visited students at program to 
discuss money and savings. The enrichment 
taught students how to make change, count 
coins, and save. Also, the students were given 
the opportunity to create and submit posters for 
the Money Smart Week poster competition 
through the Iowa State Extension. Hayleigh, a 
student enrolled in St. Mark programs won the 
poster competition. She received a financial 
scholarship and her poster was displayed at the 
Carnegie Stout Public Library. 
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Positively affect student learning and engage all students through character 
development so that they will be healthy and socially competent. 
Introduction: 

 Character development was assessed with the themes of 
positive social behaviors, respect, and getting along with 
others. Information regarding these areas was obtained 
through the surveys that allowed teachers, staff, and 
parents to indicate levels of improvement.   

 Character development curriculum was integrated into the 
programs daily by reinforcing positive behaviors and 
emphasizing social-emotional skills. Also, character 
enriching activities were provided within themed units. 

 Activities/Curriculum aligning to this goal include: 
o Daily character encouragements 
o Character development units (6 weeks) 
o Gardening enrichment 

Positive Themes: 
Teacher Survey: 

 Significant, moderate, and slight improvement of students was reported by teachers in 
the following areas: 
o 41% (30) in demonstrating respect for peers in action and words. 
o 39% (28) in behaving well in class. 
o 39% (28) in getting along well with other students. 

Staff Survey: 

 Staff observed the most notable improvement in the following areas: 
o 23% (7) in getting along with classmates, in ability to express feelings appropriately, 

and in respectfulness towards others. 

 Staff observed the most slight improvement and maintaining levels in the following 
areas: 
o 87% (27) in attitude about helping. 
o 86% (25) in accepting responsibilities for their 

choices. 
o 77% (23) in ability to express feelings 

appropriately. 
Parent Survey: 

 Parents reported that their child has done better in 
the following areas: 
o 50% (12) in respecting other children in 

action and words 
o 46% (11) in respecting adults in action and 

words. 
 

Response from Community Partner: 

St. Mark succeeds with program goals 

because… 

1. Gives the students other ways to 

learn outside the classroom. 2. Allows 

the students to do/go places they 

might not go because of their family 

issues. 3. Helps them reach their 

reading and math levels. 
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Areas to Acknowledge: 
Teacher Survey: 

 Slight decline of students was reported by teachers in the following areas: 
o 12% (7) in demonstrating respect for peers in action and words. 
o 10% (6) in demonstrating respect for adults in action and words. 
o 12% (7) in behaving well in class. 
o 10% (6) in getting along well with other students. 

 
Status of Objective: 

 Met the stated objective. St. Mark programs have positively impacted student’s character 
development. However, teachers do report some decline in areas. 40% (8) of teachers 
clarify that the declines of particular students are not attributed to the program, but rather 
due to other complex problems in that student’s life. 

 St. Mark does engage each student with the expectations of respect, healthy behavior, and 
continuous character development. 

 
Implications: 

 Teachers, staff, and parents who offered feedback suggest, that overall, students improved 
their behaviors in relation to St. Mark’s character development objective. The staff and 
parents did not indicate any decline in these areas associated to program. The teachers did 
provide more feedback in the areas of respect and behavior with students and adults, and 
are assessing the students in a general level 
throughout the school day. 

 
Story: 
St. Mark alum, Kaitlynn Darrow, President of the United States 

Women's Karate Association, visited with students at Lincoln 
Elementary. The demonstration and discussion provided a 
fun karate enrichment that also emphasized the importance 
of respect and self discipline.  Students were also given the 
opportunity to receive karate scholarships. Kaitlynn strongly 
believes in the impact St. Mark programs make and 
attributes much of her success and confidence, as well as 
her desire to create her own non-profit geared toward 
helping children, to the out of school time she spent in St. 
Mark programs. 
 

  
 
 
 

“The benefits St. Mark provided me were 

countless. I was an extremely shy child, and St. 

Mark played a major role in the development of 

my social skills as I learned to interact with 

other children” 

Kaitlynn Darrow, President of the United States 

Women's Karate Association 
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Strengthen positive connection to school and enhance motivation in the classroom 
by providing fun enrichment activities for students. 
 
Introduction: 

 Students’ positive connection to school and motivation was measured by questions 
regarding motivation to regularly attend school, participate in activities, and complete 
homework and tasks. 

 St. Mark programs inherently promote attendance and motivation for school. St. Mark aims 
to increase student school attendance by requiring the students in program to attend more 
than 50% of program. Therefore, the students in St. Mark programming are more inclined 
to attend school to stay in program.  St. Mark’s before school program also aims to get 
students engaged in learning so that they are focused and ready when the school day 
begins. In addition to the structure of program, St. Mark hopes to increase motivation in all 
these areas by integrating fun enrichment activities. These 
activities vary greatly but they all refer back to the mission 
to cultivate the academic and social emotional growth of 
the students. 

 Activities/Curriculum aligning to this goal include: 
o Gardening enrichment 
o Art enrichment 
o Artists program 
o Board games 
o Skating 
o River Museum 
o Super Sports & Swimming 

Positive Themes: 
Teacher Survey: 

 Significant, moderate, and slight improvement of 
students was reported by teachers in the following areas: 
o 64% (33) in participating in class. 
o 51% (23) in coming to school motivated to learn. 
o 45% (20) in volunteering for extra credit or more responsibilities. 

 Improvement of students was reported by teachers in the following area: 
o 39% (24) in enjoying and discussing activities from the before/after school program. 

Staff Survey: 

 Staff observed the most notable improvement in the following area: 
o 23% (7) in ability to manage time and complete tasks. 

 Staff observed the most slight improvement and maintaining levels in the following area: 
o 77% (23) in ability to manage time and complete tasks. 
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Parent Survey: 
o 46% (11) of parents responded they strongly agree that their child looks forward to 

going to before/after school program. 
o 46% (11) of parents responded they agree that their child looks forward to going to 

before/after school program. 

 Parents reported that their child(ren) have shown improvement in the following areas: 
o 52% (12) in liking school. 
o 50% (12) in attending school/class on time regularly. 

Partner Survey: 

 70% (16) of St. Mark partner’s responded they strongly agree and agree that programs 
are clearly connected to school day learning/curriculum. 

Areas to Acknowledge: 
Teacher Survey: 

 Slight decline of students was reported by teachers in the 
following areas: 
o 12% (7) in time management 
o 10% (6) in being attentive in class 

Status of Objective: 

 Met the stated objective. Student’s overall positivity and 
motivation for school was reported to have increased. The 
surveys included questions that address motivation for 
learning and coming to program. Motivation was also 
assessed by the students’ willingness to participate, 
attentiveness, and turning homework in on time. Teachers 
reported an increase in motivation to learn and parents 
also indicated that their children look forward to St. Mark 
programs. The outcomes of motivation like regular 
attendance and completing tasks also general showed 
improvement. 

Implications 

 The outcomes of the surveys highlight strength with St. Mark programs to increase 
attendance and positive school connection.   

 
Story 
Members of the local hockey team, The Dubuque Fighting 
Saints, came in to all the program sites to share their own 
educational program called “Live Like a Saint.” The team 
members discussed the life of hockey players, and also the 
importance of good character and pursuing higher education. 
Players emphasized the importance of continuing education 
onto the college level and shared that all of the Fighting Saints 
players are in college or moving onto college with the 
scholarships that they might receive by playing.

Student Response: 

What have you learned (or 

what is your favorite part) from 

the programs through St. Mark 

Youth Enrichment? 

”They help us do our 

homework. That’s nice. It’s not 

all about playing games but 

learning stuff, too.” 

Alvin, 4th grade 
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 Promote healthy lifestyles so all St. Mark students will be healthy and socially 
competent. 
 
Introduction: 

 To measure whether students in program progressed towards health and social 
competency, the surveys included questions about eating healthier and being engaged in 
physical activities. The social competency component of this objective was addressed in 
the “Positively affect student learning and engage all students through character 
development so that they will be healthy and socially competent” objective. 

 Healthy lifestyles are promoted in St. Mark programs through physical literacy activities, 
and healthy snacks on a daily basis. Additionally, in the 2013-2014 school year, the 
programs incorporated health and wellness 
into the curriculum units.  

 Activities/Curriculum aligning to this goal 
include: 
o Gardening enrichment 
o ISU Extension enrichment 
o Nutrition and wellness units 

 Dental hygiene 
o Daily Fitness 
o Skating enrichment 
o Super Sports & Swimming 
o Fighting Saints hockey team 

Positive Themes: 
Teacher survey indicates: 

 Improvement of students was reported by teachers in the following areas: 
o 12% (7) in eating healthy or healthier foods. 
o 21% (13) in being engaged in P.E. or physical health activities. 

 Teachers reported that they didn’t know student’s changes in the following areas: 
o 75% (46) in eating healthy of healthier foods. 
o 67% (41) in being engaged in P.E. or physical health activities. 

Staff Survey: 

 Staff observed the most notable improvement 
slight improvement in the following area: 

o 67% in health through fitness activities. 
Parent Survey: 

o 76% (19) of parents responded they 
strongly agree and agree that their child(s) eats fresh 
fruits and veggies at home daily. 

o 50% (12) of parents responded they 
strongly agree and agree that their child(s) plays until 
sweaty at home daily. 
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Areas to Acknowledge: 
Teacher survey indicates: 

 A high number of “Don’t Know” responses from the teacher survey may suggest that 
teachers are not able to observe these particular changes in the students.  

Parent Survey: 

 Parents suggested that more structured sports activities should be offered rather than 
free play time. 

Status of Objective: 

 Met the stated objective. Several enrichment activities were offered to implement 
healthy lifestyle changes for the students in St. Mark programs. Mainly the staff and 
parents indicated the students are engaged in healthy eating and fitness. 

Implications: 

 The surveys suggest that there is moderate improvement toward healthy lifestyles. 
However, there may be difficulty in addressing the lifestyles of the students at home.  

 Forty-eight percent of families reported that their children do not play until sweaty every 
day.  While this is not a positive theme regarding students’ general experience, it does 
reflect the importance of St. Mark including physical literacy activities as a regular 
component of program.  Inclusion of fitness activities improves child health and positively 
effects learning. 

 
Story: 
An example of St. Mark’s promotion of healthy lifestyles is the Healthy Bodies unit where the 

students participated in different activities and experiments related to well-being. The Dental Clinic 

Manager from Crescent Community Health Center presented oral hygiene techniques to  

students.  During the “Healthy Bodies” unit, students conducted a science experiment soaking 

three hard boiled eggs; one in vinegar, one in water, and one in coke. The students made 

predictions about what would happen to the egg shells, 

representing enamel on teeth, after they each soaked in 

liquid for one week. At the end of the week the  

students observed the outcomes and compared them to 

their predictions.  
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Increase literacy curriculum within the St. Mark Early Risers and Step Up programs.
  
Introduction: 

 No information was gathered from the surveys to measure the progress of this objective. 
This objective is measured by the amount of literacy curriculum that was present during 
the 2013-2014 school year compared to 2012-2013. However, access to the 2012-2013 
lesson plans is limited due to staff transitions, so general knowledge about the curriculum 
is utilized. 

 St. Mark emphasized the opportunity for children to read during program and aimed to 
expand the student’s home libraries by providing books for them to keep at various 
events. Themed units were connected to literacy enrichment such as the Shakespeare 
section provided in collaboration with Loras College.  Enrichment activities supported and 
increased students engagement with literacy curriculum.  

 Activities/Curriculum aligning to this goal include: 
o Read Across America Day 
o Theatre Productions utilizing Reader’s Theatre 
o Shakespeare Unit with local college English class 
o Family Literacy Nights 
o Spanish enrichment 

Positive Themes: 

 Literacy is implemented in St. Mark programs in many ways. Varying from daily reading 
enrichment to field trips based on reading and literacy. An increase of literacy based 
activities was implemented for the 2013-2014 school year. For example, the Shakespeare 
Unit enabled the students to read and act out plays and be engaged in the community. 

Status of Objective: 

 Met the stated objective. St. Mark has increased their emphasis in literacy for the Early 
Riser and Step Up programs. Improvement could be made in the measurement and 
reporting of this objective. 

Implications: 

  Generally, St. Mark programs have increased their emphasis in literacy and early literacy. 
St. Mark aims to be proactive in assisting children that will be impacted by legislation tied 
to the Grade-Level Reading 
Initiative.  

 
Story: 
During the 2013-2014 school year, students 
engaged in and experienced literacy coming 
to life through a Shakespeare unit where 
they became the character’s in the play. 
Loras College students presented 
Shakespeare’s “The Twelfth Night” at each 
program site. 
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 Increase the number of families participating in literacy activities by providing 
access to a variety of these activities. 
  
Introduction: 

 To measure the increase of families that 
participated in literacy activities family 
attendance was recorded and compared to 
the 2012-2013 school year. At the 
beginning of the school year parents were 
asked how they would like to become more 
engaged, and how St. Mark events can 
better accommodate families. Some 
families responded that they wanted more 
family field trips and transportation to 
events. Higher attendance numbers for the 
2013-2014 school year reflects these 
considerations and accommodations made 
for families. Furthermore, the attendance data also allowed St. Mark to notice which family 
events are most attended. 

 St. Mark hosted several family events throughout the 2013-2014 school year. Family literacy 
nights involve numerous activities that encourage literacy and reading within the families’ 
homes. At each event the students receive a book to develop their home library. The 
attendance to these events varied. Some family literacy nights had low attendance, around 
three to five families. While some family literacy nights had more than thirty families in 
attendance. Literacy nights tied to events in the community, such as “Reflections in the 
Park”, were better attended.   
 
Activities/Curriculum aligning to this goal include: 

o Family literacy nights 
o Family math nights 
o Family field trips 
o Music in Jackson Park 
o Jingle Bell Hop 

 
Positive Themes: 

PPICS attendance reporting indicates:  

 The attendance for family events increased by 52% in comparison to what was reported 
for the 2012-2013 school year. 
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Parent survey: 

 Parents that responded to the survey reported their attendance to the events in the 
survey. Their responses indicated the following: 
o 7 parents attended a trip to Reflections in the Park (Holiday Light Show)  
o 5 parents attended a family literacy night that partnered with the organization, Two 

by Two. 
o 4 parents attended a Dr. Seuss themed family literacy night. 

Areas to Acknowledge: 
Parent Survey: 

 10 parents indicated that they were unable to attend family events because of schedule 
conflicts. 

Status of Objective: 

 Met the stated objective. Families’ participation in literacy activities is mainly assessed by 
the attendance for the events. St. Mark was successful in increasing the attendance for 
these events. There could also be better methods to reach more families in order to gain 
more family participation in the future. 

Implications: 

 Ten parents responded that they were unable to attend family nights and events due to 
scheduling conflicts. This will be taken into consideration for scheduling and further 
increasing family engagement. 

Story: 
A family event that was extremely 
successful was a family trip to 
Reflections in the Park, a Holiday light 
show that also engaged parents and 
students in reading and literacy. After 
receiving feedback on wanting more 
field-trip type events St. Mark planned 
the Reflections in the Park trip in 
conjunction with literacy activities. A 
total of 89 parents and students 
attended. St. Mark was presented with 
the problem of more families 
participating than anticipated, which 
was, or course, a great problem to have. 
Staff was able to accommodate 
everybody with a few logistical changes. 
Families were picked up by trolleys at 
program sites, rode through the holiday lights, and then brought to St. Mark to enjoy a meal and 
literacy activity together. Every child went home with a book to add to their home library 
collection. 
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Objectives regarding 4th-5th grade preparation for the transition to middle school: 
 

Objective: 4th-5th grade students in St. Mark programs will be better prepared for the 
transition to middle school by participating in community experiences that enhance 
learning. 
 
Objective: 4th-5th grade students in St. Mark programs will be better prepared for the 
transition to middle school by strengthening positive decision-making skills by educating 
students of major social skills & academic issues that arise in middle school & beyond. 
 
Objective: 4th-5th grade students enrolled in St. Mark programs will be better prepared for 
the transition to middle school by developing attitudes and behaviors that lead to 
successful learning including time management, goal-setting, and communication skills. 
 

 
Introduction: 

 Data regarding these objectives was not obtained through surveys. Student surveys were 
not completed for the 2013-2014 school year, which caused a gap of information in terms 
of these three objectives. However, we are able to provide qualitative information from 
student experiences and general curriculum of St. Mark before and after school program. 

 These three goals involve many aspects that the previously mentioned objectives address. If 
the other objectives are met students will have been engaged in community experiences, 
working towards academic and social success, and developing attitudes and behaviors that 
will lead to successful learning in middle school.  

o St. Mark provided activities that 
involved student engagement in the 
community and enhanced the 4th-5th 
grade students’ learning 
opportunities. These activities 
include: 
 Gardening enrichment 
 Shakespeare Units with local 

college English class 
 Artists program 

o St. Mark activities and daily program work to encourage positive decision-making 
skills by reinforcing character development and encouraging academic growth and 
practices.  

o St. Mark activities and daily program work towards equipping students with the 
appropriate attitudes and behaviors that will assist in the social and emotional 
transition into the middle school setting. 

Response from Community Partner: 

“The art grant you received is excellent! It 

was a great success in letting the kids have 

more time to discover the arts and learn 

from real professional artists.” 
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 In previous years 4th-5th graders participated in a separate curriculum. The integration into 
the overall program has allowed these 4th-5th graders to carry leadership roles and become 
role models for the younger students in St. Mark programs. 

 At one St. Mark program site the students were led by a middle school teacher. Having this 
teacher in program allowed students to begin to understand and adjust to the expectations 
that they will find during middle school.  

 Caleb, a 5th grade student, was able to participate in an artist program where local artists 
came into the St. Mark program to demonstrate and teach students to appreciate and 
create art. He received a letter from the President, Barak Obama, congratulating him on his 
achievements in art. Caleb was able to become fully engaged in this program and be 
successful in various ways that align with these 
objectives. 

 
“I liked how we got to work with artists from 
around the community. I especially liked it 
because I’m interested in art. I enjoyed the art 
teachers. One was a book illustrator and the 
other one was a great cartoon artist with a 
heart for learning. One of the activities we did 
was tie-dye with Sharpie Markers and it was 
very fun! Designs were spread out and made a 
cooler, bigger design on the shirt. I liked being 
able to interact with kids my own age too. One 
thing I really learned is you have to keep trying! 
You can make the slightest mistakes but you 
can fix them. I believe you can do whatever you 
want to do and follow your dreams in art!” 
-Caleb Edward Lee Brothers, 10 years old   

 
 
Status of Objective: 

 Met the stated objective. Improvements on collecting feedback from the students will allow 
an assessment on student’s self-reported preparedness for middle school. 
 

Response from Parent: 

What do you love about St. Mark Youth 

Enrichment? 

The opportunities they have offered. They 

have allowed my family to do things we 

were never able to do before and keep my 

son on track with reading over the 

summer where he would have fallen 

further behind in reading (he has difficulty 

in reading)...  
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Performance Summary 
 
The survey occurred in mid to late July 2014.  The lateness of the survey most likely affected the number of 
responses overall, which may account for a loss in richness of information.  The lateness itself may have also 
affected what and how much the participants remembered.  That being said, overall the responses received 
continue the positive trends from previous years.  While the information may not be as complete as in 
previous years, responses do reflect continuity in services and consistent satisfaction with programming. 
 

Teacher Surveys indicate: 
 Teacher reporting of student behavior indicates that the most common response (mode) for each 

prompt was either “No change,” “Did not need to improve,” or “Slight improvement.”  No change 
was the most common response overall. The options with the mode indicating slight improvement 
as the most common response were: participating in class, being attentive in class, academic 
performance, and time management. 

 Some of these categories also received a high cumulative rating compared to other categories.  
The categories with the highest overall ratings were time management, demonstrating respect for 
peers, and academic performance.   

Staff Surveys indicate: 

 Sixty-three percent or more of staff indicated that, overall, students in program improved 
somewhat or notably during program. 

Parent Surveys indicate: 

 With reference to school-related behaviors, the majority of participants who responded to the 
prompts indicated that children needed no improvement or performed better by the end of their 
year in program for every prompt except time management.   

 Of those who responded about children’s academic behaviors at home, 71% (15) or higher 
indicated that they agreed or strongly agreed that children like reading, math, and participated 
daily in learning-based activities and healthy eating at home.   

 Of those who offered responses, families responded favorably to programming in general.  Five of 
thirteen participants who responded to this prompt mentioned homework time or homework 
help.  This indicates that families find this a critical component of the program.  Multiple families 
also named “learning” and “academic activities” as part of what worked well. 

Partner Surveys indicate:  
 Partner responses are positive overall. All participants are satisfied with and want to continue 

their partnership.  All found staff to behave professionally.  All understand the purpose and 
mission of St. Mark before and after school programming. 

 

Overall Positive Themes 

 Families value safety and education-related activities such as homework help and academic 
programming. 

 Teachers are positive in general about program. 

 Participants highlighted positive staff relationships, quality activities, and solid curriculum as 
indicators of the program working well.  
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Recommendations 
 
The surveys provided St. Mark quantitative and qualitative data which is utilized to evaluate how 
St. Mark programs are succeeding and also which areas have room for growth and improvement. 
The following recommendations are derived from the data the surveys offered, the structure of our 
objectives, and the process of data collection. Furthermore, some recommendations are developed 
from a hired evaluator that analyzed the data from these surveys.  
 
Recommendation: Distribute surveys at the appropriate time 

 The 2013-2014 surveys were administered in July, rather than May. This lag was the result 
of a misunderstanding of the timeframe for conducting surveys due to staff transition at St. 
Mark. 

Recommendation: Reframe stated objectives to align with outcomes-based S.M.A.R.T. criteria. 

 The current objectives provide a big picture outlook as to what the program intends to 
accomplish.  It is necessary to drill each down further to specific and measurable goals that 
will inform whether or not outcomes are being met. 

 It may be a good idea to set up benchmarks or desired performance levels with which to 
compare actual performance. 

Recommendation: Provide family engagement opportunities that meet the needs and desires of 
families in program. 

 Families reported time conflict as their main obstacle.  It would be beneficial to reach out to 
parents to find out what days of the week and times of day are best for them.  

Recommendation: Increase training for staff. 
 Staff asked for more training, for earlier access to lesson plans, and clarification about staff roles. 

This request positively reflects staff trust in their supervisors and a desire to increase their own 
competence.  Training could include more on behavior and classroom management, lesson 
preparation, St. Mark’s mission, organizational structure, and duties for each role. 

 
Closing 
This document was created to report to the 21st CCLC Programs Federal Grant for the Iowa state 
level evaluation. 
 
Contacts 
Questions may be sent to: 
 
St. Mark Youth Enrichment Executive Director 
 
Dawn Cogan:  dcogan@stmarkyouthenrichment.org 
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